MyPathTM to Work

How it works:
Enhanced Screening
Support

MyPathTM to Work
MyPathTM to Work is a comprehensive,
modular technology solution which can
empower organizations to manage new
health risks presented by COVID-19 to
recover with resilience.
With a combination of tightly integrated
Deloitte and third-party technology and
services, MyPathTM to Work is designed to
enable enhanced workplace safety
protocols, visibility into risk factors, agile
response to changing health conditions,
and engagement and support for
colleagues – all configured to the specific
needs of each organization.
Built on Deloitte’s robust
ConvergeHEALTH platform that is live in
22 countries supporting millions of
individuals, MyPathTM to Work can help
jumpstart organizational readiness for
recovery.
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Digital Contact
Awareness
A robust, flexible, and scalable
platform enabling secure flow and
management of sensitive data and
integration of solution modules.
Designed to securely handle PHI
and PII; HIPAA and GDPR capable

Digitizes CDC or employer screening
procedures for COVID-19 into a
seamless user experience and enables
streamlined non-contact temperature
monitoring and other real time
capabilities at scale

Connected
Colleague HubTM

Facilitates smooth and efficient safety
procedures; can be tailored to different
safety protocols as required by local
regulations

Securely and anonymously tracks
those in close proximity and
automates notification of potential
COVID-19 exposure
Enables multi-modal collection of data
on an opt-in basis leveraging an evolving
ecosystem of protocols and partners

Powered by AWS
Enhances capabilities to manage,
analyze, and act on sensitive data
which are becoming important for
resilient recovery of the business in a
new environment with AWS as the
underlying infrastructure

Analytics and Management
Reporting
Aggregates and analyzes de-identified
information to effectively stratify, target
and engage potentially exposed
employees

Case Management and
Employee Engagement
Enables efficient, data-driven case
management for at-risk employees,
multiple modes of outreach, and tools
to provide safety and health education
Expands capabilities to engage and
support potentially exposed and COVID
positive employees and interface with
employee health journey management

Provides real-time insights; contextualizes
risk among cohorts, allows organizations to
isolate contagions and preserve business
continuity

Key benefits:

Customizable

Efficient

Risk Aware

Human-centric

to the unique
circumstances and
requirements of your
organization

by directing attention and
resources with efficiency
through automation and
integration of workflows

through data analytics to
model and assess risks and
inform decisions

by empowering employees
with information and
intuitive tools and enabling
new levels of support and
engagement

